


ABOUT US
Design, craftsmanship and functiona-
lity are the essence of the Derriereitalia 
philosophy, a young Treviso brand that 
designs and manufactures limited edi-
tion bicycle saddles and accessories 
with minimal design in which functionali-
ty meets style.
Our products are dedicated to a mo-
dern and metropolitan user, able to ap-
preciate the high quality of the finishing 
and the typical details of handmade and 
Made in Italy, a distinguishing feature of 
our company.
The Derriereitalia team is made up of 
4.0 designers and artisans who use cut-
ting-edge technologies and materials to 
create extremely versatile products de-
signed for professional use and leisure 
time.
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BIKE STOOL

DSL_H_DERRIERE SUPER LUXURY_HERMES FABRICS BY DEDAR
 
 DSL_H_1       
 
 DSL_H_2_C     
 DSL_H_2_S     
 DSL_H_3     

DSL_DERRIERE SUPER LUXURY

 DSL_1         
 DSL_2      
 DSL_3      
 DSL_4      
 DSL_5      
 DSL_6      
 DSL_7      
 
DL_DERRIERE LUXURY_METAL

 DL_M_1        
 DL_M_2      
 DL_M_3  
 
BACKPACK 15.6’’

BELT BAG & POCHETTE

SHOULDER BAG & IPAD  CASE

CLUTCH BAG & IPAD  CASE

EXPOSITION 

8

16

21

29

33

39

51

62

90

7.9’’

9.7’’
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conceived developed
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LIMITED 

A craft product is unique, does not align 
with the logic of mass-produced items, is 
a product that has a specific appeal to tra-
dition, cared for in every detail and created 
with passion. 
All our saddles and our accessories are 
handmade, with constant attention to 
every detail. 

Our saddles are made using completely 
Italian components, the lining of each 
saddle is exclusive, carefully chosen by 
the Derrieretalia team and is offered in 
a limited edition of:

•  max 60 saddles for the collection  
 DSL - DERRIERE SUPER LUXURY

•  max 120 saddles for the collection 
DL - DERRIERE LUXURY

Each saddle comes with a certificate of 
authenticity, in it is reported the number 
of the limited edition stamped on the hull 
of the same.

EDITION
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Derriereitalia saddles blend design and 
craftsmanship and are characterized by 
an unique style that makes your bicycle a 
sartorial object.
The elegance of the fabrics and the luxury 
leather, the eye catching patterns and the 
exclusivity of the limited edition make the 
Derriereitalia saddles of the unique sce-
nographic furniture for the shop windows 
and a unique furnishing accessory that 
decorates your character and personality 
house or a wall of a residential interior.
The desire to expand the possibilities for 
customizing an interior combined with the 
desire to create a pieces of bike-inspired 
Furniture are at the base of the production 
of the Derriereitalia stool.
An exclusive piece of furniture, a barsto-
ol that can give a special touch of style 
for your rooms, bars, cafes, kitchen or 
anywhere you want.
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CUSTOMIZED BIKE STOOL
CHOOSE YOUR LIMITED EDITION BIKE SADDLES
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Designed and Made in Italy

BIKE STOOL 
Are you looking for a unique stool? 
Create your own design!!!

Choose the design of your bike saddle 
and the color of the stool frame.
Derriereitalia bike stools: make your 
home as unique as yourself!
An exclusive piece of forniture, a bar-
stool with black or white mat lacquered 
metal frame. 
Made special by the our handmade 
DL_Derriereitalia Luxury bike saddle. 
You can choose the graphic of your 
own limited edition bike stool so you 
could give a special touch of style 
for your rooms, bar, cafè, kitchen or 
anywhere you want!
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STEEL SEATPOST

STEEL BOTTOM PLATE & TUBE
colour: Black or White 

CHOOSE 
YOUR BIKE SADDLE FROM 
THE DL_DERRIERE LUXURY 
COLLECTION
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+ 
DL_1_ORIGAMI DL_7_OPTICAL ECLETIQUE GREEN DL_7_OPTICAL ECLETIQUE GREY

DL_10_MONAMOURMONDRIAN DL_11_SLIPTHETONGUE_GREYBLUE DL_11_SLIPTHETONGUE_GREYGREEN

DL_12_BIGEYES DL_13_WORLDWIDEPOSTMARK DL_14_WORT_BLUE

DL_12_WORT_RED DL_15_NYC DL_16_WATERCURVES

WHITE FRAME

BLACK FRAME 13



graphic patterns 
in a neverending evolution 
created by young 

emerging artists 
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in a neverending evolution 
created by young 

emerging artists 

A saddle made out  
of exclusive fabrics 
produced by the best 

Italian texile artisans  
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DSL_H_DERRIERE SUPER LUXURY 
HERMES FABRICS BY DEDAR
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DSL_H_1

NOTE
The images are for demonstration purposes, the 
saddle may be covered in dissimilar ways since 
the design of the textile is not even.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Material: 100% CO
Colors: dark gray
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - BIKE SADDLE
Weight: about 230g
Hull: PP black
Frame:black colored steel with embedded 
adjustment scale
 
INCLUDE
Nylon saddle cover - color: black
Technical Instruction - IT and EN
Warranty
Certificate of Authenticy max 60 bike saddles

The cover of this DSL_H_1 Derriere 
Super Luxury bicycle saddle is desi-
gned by the fashion house HERMES 
by DEDAR.
Craftsmanship and elegance in 
a unique bike saddle.
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DSL_H_2 c

The cover of this DSL_H_2C 
Derriere Super Luxury bicycle 
saddle is designed by the fashion 
house HERMES by DEDAR.
Craftsmanship and elegance in 
a unique bike saddle.

NOTE
The images are for demonstration purposes, the 
saddle may be covered in dissimilar ways since 
the design of the textile is not even.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Material: 100% CO
Colors: light gray
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS BIKE SADDLE
Weight: about 230g
Hull: PP black
Frame:black colored steel with embedded 
adjustment scale
 
INCLUDE
Nylon saddle cover - color: black
Technical Instruction - IT and EN
Warranty
Certificate of Authenticy max 60 bike saddles
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DSL_H_2 S

The cover of this DSL_H_2S Derriere 
Super Luxury bicycle saddle is desi-
gned by the fashion house HERMES 
by DEDAR.
Craftsmanship and elegance in 
a unique bike saddle.

NOTE
The images are for demonstration purposes, the 
saddle may be covered in dissimilar ways since 
the design of the textile is not even.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Material: 100% CO
Colors: dark gray
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - BIKE SADDLE
Weight: about 230g
Hull: PP black
Frame:black colored steel with embedded 
adjustment scale
 
INCLUDE
Nylon saddle cover - color: black
Technical Instruction - IT and EN
Warranty
Certificate of Authenticy max 60 bike saddles 19



DSL_H_3
The cover of this DSL_H_3 Derriere 
Super Luxury bicycle saddle is desi-
gned by the fashion house HERMES 
by DEDAR.
Craftsmanship and elegance in 
a unique bike saddle.

NOTE
The images are for demonstration purposes, the 
saddle may be covered in dissimilar ways since 
the design of the textile is not even.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Material: 100% CO
Colors: orange and ecru
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS BIKE SADDLE
Weight: about 230g
Hull: PP black
Frame: black colored steel with embedded 
adjustment scale
 
INCLUDE
Nylon saddle cover - color: black
Technical Instruction - IT and EN
Warranty
Certificate of Authenticy max 60 bike saddles 20



DSL_DERRIERE SUPER LUXURYDSL_DERRIERE SUPER LUXURYDSL_DERRIERE SUPER LUXURY 
ETRO - RUBELLI - DEDAR FABRICS AND LUXURY LEATHER
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DSL_1
The cover of this DSL_1 Derriere 
Super Luxury bicycle saddle, 
designed by the fashion house 
ETRO, is a domino of geome-
tric shapes and colors forming 
an inimitable as well as elegant 
bond. 
A saddle of refined elegance and 
irresistible beauty.

NOTE
The images are for demonstration purposes, the 
saddle may be covered in dissimilar ways since 
the design of the textile is not even.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Material: 73% viscose 27% polyester
Color: multicolor
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - BIKE SADDLE
Weight: about 230g
Hull: PP black
Frame:black colored steel with embedded 
adjustment scale
 
INCLUDE
Nylon saddle cover - color black
Technical Instruction - IT and EN
Warranty
Certificate of Authenticy max 60 bike saddles
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DSL_2
The DSL_2 Derriere Super Luxury 
bicycle saddle is covered with a fabric 
designed by the historical venetian 
fashion house RUBELLI, it is a 
charcoal colored herringbone 
motif. This saddle is a unique and 
exclusive detail surely able to 
make your bike stand out from all 
the others!

NOTE
The images are for demonstration purposes, the 
saddle may be covered in dissimilar ways since 
the design of the textile is not even.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 100% PL Trevira CS
Colors: various shades of grey on charcoal 
background
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - BIKE SADDLE
Weight: about 230g
Hull: PP black
Frame: black colored steel with embedded 
adjustment scale
 
INCLUDE
Nylon saddle cover - color black
Technical Instruction - IT and EN
Warranty
Certificate of Authenticy max 60 bike saddles
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DSL_3
The fabric covering the DSL_3 
Derriere Super Luxury bicycle 
saddle is a distinctive texture 
made of striped velvet with different 
shades of green. 
The soft and precious upholstery 
is made by the historical venetian 
fashion house RUBELLI.

NOTE
The images are for demonstration purposes, the 
saddle may be covered in dissimilar ways since 
the design of the textile is not even.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 100% PL Trevira CS
Colors: various shades of grey on charcoal 
background
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - BIKE SADDLE
Weight: about 230g
Hull: PP black
Frame: black colored steel with embedded 
adjustment scale
 
INCLUDE
Nylon saddle cover - color black
Technical Instruction - IT and EN
Warranty
Certificate of Authenticy max 60 bike saddles
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DSL_4
A glamorous saddle, handcrafted 
with care from the italian fashion 
house DEDAR. 
A revision of the timeless pied de 
poule in its classic black and white 
version. 
A fabric from the Dedar portfolio only 
for your DSL_4 Derriere Super Luxury 
saddle.

NOTE
The images are for demonstration purposes, the 
saddle may be covered in dissimilar ways since 
the design of the textile is not even.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 100% PL Trevira CS
Colors: black and white
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - BIKE SADDLE
Weight: about 230g
Hull: PP black
Frame: black colored steel with embedded 
adjustment scale
 
INCLUDE
Nylon saddle cover - color black
Technical Instruction - IT and EN
Warranty
Certificate of Authenticy max 60 bike saddles
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DSL_5
Bike saddle Derriere Super Luxury 
DSL_5 is covered by a honetcomb 
leather with brillant shades, 
nothing will ever be the same.

NOTE
The images are for demonstration purposes, the 
saddle may be covered in dissimilar ways since 
the design of the textile is not even.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 100% leather 
Colors: light shades
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - BIKE SADDLE
Weight: about 230g
Hull: PP black
Frame: black colored steel with embedded 
adjustment scale
 
INCLUDE
Nylon saddle cover - color black
Technical Instruction - IT and EN
Warranty
Certificate of Authenticy max 60 bike saddles
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DSL_6
Inimitable tactile sensations, the 
ultimate luxury for your bicycle 
saddle.
DSL_6 in calf hair with decorations 
in color blue dots, unique without 
comparison.

NOTE
The images are for demonstration purposes, the 
saddle may be covered in dissimilar ways since 
the design of the textile is not even.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 100% leather 
Colors: black and blue
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - BIKE SADDLE
Weight: about 230g
Hull: PP black
Frame: black colored steel with embedded 
adjustment scale
 
INCLUDE
Nylon saddle cover - color black
Technical Instruction - IT and EN
Warranty
Certificate of Authenticy max 60 bike saddles
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DSL_7
Derriere Super Luxury DSL_7 is 
covered in suede leather with a 
multicolor striped decor.  
Luxurious and aggressive as any 
bike seat can be.

NOTE
The images are for demonstration purposes, the 
saddle may be covered in dissimilar ways since 
the design of the textile is not even.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 100% leather 
Colors: multicolor
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - BIKE SADDLE
Weight: about 230g
Hull: PP black
Frame: black colored steel with embedded 
adjustment scale
 
INCLUDE
Nylon saddle cover - color black
Technical Instruction - IT and EN
Warranty
Certificate of Authenticy max 60 bike saddles
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DL_M_DERRIERE LUXURY METAL 
METAL ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
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golden 

bike 

saddle

DL_M_1
Bike saddle Derriere Luxury 
DL_M_1 is covered in artificial 
metal golden leather.
The first golden saddle so you 
can run as much as you want.

NOTE
The images are for demonstration purposes, the 
saddle may be covered in dissimilar ways since 
the design of the textile is not even.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Material: artificial leather
Colors: gold
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - BIKE SADDLE
Weight: about 230g
Hull: PP black
Frame: black colored steel with embedded 
adjustment scale
 
INCLUDE
Nylon saddle cover - color black
Technical Instruction - IT and EN
Warranty
Certificate of Authenticy max 120 bike saddles

our bike saddle 
have been 
exposted 
to intensive wear test 
this guarantees a 
long lasting 
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DL_M_2
DL_M_3 is covered in artificial 
metal gray leather.
Manifactured and styled in Italy. 
Uniqueness and resistance are 
guaranteed.

NOTE
The images are for demonstration purposes, the 
saddle may be covered in dissimilar ways since 
the design of the textile is not even.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Material: artificial leather
Colors: metal gray
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - BIKE SADDLE
Weight: about 230g
Hull: PP black
Frame: black colored steel with embedded 
adjustment scale
 
INCLUDE
Nylon saddle cover - color black
Technical Instruction - IT and EN
Warranty
Certificate of Authenticy max 120 bike saddles

our bike saddle 
have been 
exposted 
to intensive wear test 
this guarantees a 
long lasting 
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DL_M_3
DL_M_3 is covered in artificial 
metal dark blue leather.
Manifactured and styled in Italy. 
Uniqueness and resistance are 
guaranteed.

NOTE
The images are for demonstration purposes, the 
saddle may be covered in dissimilar ways since 
the design of the textile is not even.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Material: artificial leather
Colors: metal dark blue
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - BIKE SADDLE
Weight: about 230g
Hull: PP black
Frame: black colored steel with embedded 
adjustment scale
 
INCLUDE
Nylon saddle cover - color black
Technical Instruction - IT and EN
Warranty
Certificate of Authenticy max 120 bike saddles

our bike saddle 
have been 
exposted 
to intensive wear test 
this guarantees a 
long lasting 
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BACKPACK
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WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

AGING WITH YOU

UV - PROTECTION

15.6” LAPTOP 
COMPARTMENT 

GREAT BREATHABILITY 
AND COMFORTABLE 

BACKPANEL

15.6

BACKPACK
Backpack of water repellent neoprene 
rubber, 15.6’’ laptop sleeve in arti-
ficial leather with graphic by Derrie-
reitalia, flap closure with a buckle for 
secure closing, adjustable draw-
string leather closure, magnetic clo-
sures, steel ring for the engagement 
of ipad case and pochette to pouch 
everything you need from A (Adapter) 
to Z (Zippo Lighter).
A Minimalist Backpack for everyday 
carry.

LAPTOP BACKPACK

External dimension:
 45 cm x  30 cm x 10 cm

Capacity: 16 lt of storage space

Designed and Made in Italy
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DOUBLE COMPARTMENT 
WITH GRAPHIC FLAP
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COMFORTABLE & ADJUSTABLE 
LEATHER SHOULDER STRAPS

When you got it flaunt it.
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When you got it flaunt it.

DL_2 PIXEL TV DL_3 CAMUFLAGE DL_4 COLORFULSTRIPES DL_5 ZEBRE’

DL_7 OPTICAL 
ECLETIQUE GREEN

DL_7 OPTICAL 
ECLETIQUE GREY

DL_8 GRAFFITI DL_10 
MONAMOURMONDRIAN

DL_1 ORIGAMI

DL_13 WORLDWIDE
POSTALMARK

DL_14 WORT BLUE DL_14 WORT RED DL_16 WATERCURVES

DL_12 BIG EYES
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 BELT BAG
& POCHETTE
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BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

BELT BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

DL_1 ORIGAMI
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DL_2 PIXEL TV
BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

BELT BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy
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DL_3 BLUE CAMUFLAGE
BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

BELT BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy
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DL_4 COLORFUL STRIPES
BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

BELT BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy
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DL_5 ZEBRE’
BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

BELT BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy
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DL_7 OPTICAL ECLECTIQUE GREEN
BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

BELT BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy
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BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

BELT BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy
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DL_7 OPTICAL ECLECTIQUE GREY



DL_9 PINK GHEPARD
BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

BELT BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy
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DL_10_MON AMOUR MONDRIAN
BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

CLUTCH BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy
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DL_11_SLIPTHETONGUEGREYBLUE
BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

BELT BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy
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DL_12 BIG EYES
BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

BELT BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy
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DL_13 WORLDWILD POSTMARK
BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

BELT BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy
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DL_14 WORT RED
BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

BELT BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy
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DL_14 WORT BLUE
BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

BELT BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy
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DL_15 NYC 
BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

BELT BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy
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DL_16 WATERCURVES
BELT BAG
BELT BAG / POCHETTE to pouch 
everything you need, water-repellent 
artificial leather with graphic by 
Derriereitalia zip-top closure, adju-
stable leather strip with press - 
fasteners ensures for attaching 
on the trousers or where you 
want. 

Chose your own pattern!
WHEN YOU GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.

BELT BAG / POCHETTE

External dimension:
  18.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy
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& IPAD    CASE7.9’’ 
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SHOULDER BAG



WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

HANDMADE

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE

DL_4 COLORFUL STRIPES
IPAD   CASE

SHOULDER BAG
IPAD 7.9” CASE

IPAD MINI 2 - 4 and Tablet

External dimension:
 21 cm x 16.5 cm x 1.5 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

7.9’’ 

IPAD CLUTCH BAG / POCHETTE, 
water - repellent neoprene rubber, ar-
tificial leather with graphic by Derrierei-
talia, secure Velcro closure, adjustable 
shoulder strap: with press - fasteners 
on the back, the shoulder strap length 
is adjustable in your wish, suits for pe-
ople in different height.
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SHOULDER BAG
&



WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

HANDMADE

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE
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DL_7  OPTICAL ECLETIQUE GREEN

IPAD   CASE

SHOULDER BAG
IPAD 7.9” CASE

IPAD MINI 2 - 4 and Tablet

External dimension:
 21 cm x 16.5 cm x 1.5 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

7.9’’ 

IPAD CLUTCH BAG / POCHETTE, 
water - repellent neoprene rubber, ar-
tificial leather with graphic by Derrierei-
talia, secure Velcro closure, adjustable 
shoulder strap: with press - fasteners 
on the back, the shoulder strap length 
is adjustable in your wish, suits for pe-
ople in different height.

SHOULDER BAG
&



WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

HANDMADE

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE
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IPAD   CASE
DL_8 GRAFFITI

IPAD   CASE

SHOULDER BAG
IPAD 7.9” CASE

IPAD MINI 2 - 4 and Tablet

External dimension:
 21 cm x 16.5 cm x 1.5 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

7.9’’ 

IPAD CLUTCH BAG / POCHETTE, 
water - repellent neoprene rubber, ar-
tificial leather with graphic by Derrierei-
talia, secure Velcro closure, adjustable 
shoulder strap: with press - fasteners 
on the back, the shoulder strap length 
is adjustable in your wish, suits for pe-
ople in different height.

SHOULDER BAG
&



WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

HANDMADE

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE
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DL_9  PINK GHEPARD
IPAD   CASE

SHOULDER BAG
IPAD 7.9” CASE

IPAD MINI 2 - 4 and Tablet

External dimension:
 21 cm x 16.5 cm x 1.5 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

7.9’’ 

IPAD CLUTCH BAG / POCHETTE, 
water - repellent neoprene rubber, ar-
tificial leather with graphic by Derrierei-
talia, secure Velcro closure, adjustable 
shoulder strap: with press - fasteners 
on the back, the shoulder strap length 
is adjustable in your wish, suits for pe-
ople in different height.

SHOULDER BAG
&



61

IPAD   CASE
Accessories for a new
generation of Urban People
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& IPAD    CASE9.7’’ 
CLUTCH BAG



WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE

HANDMADE

64

DL_1  ORIGAMI
IPAD   CASE

CLUTCH BAG
IPAD 9.7” CASE

IPAD PRO - AIR 2 and Tablet

External dimension:
  25.5 cm x 18.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

9.7’’ 

CLUTCH BAG / IPAD 9.7’’ CASE, wa-
ter - repellent neoprene rubber, artifi-
cial leather with graphic by Derriereita-
lia, secure Velcro closure.
Stylish for downtown and heavy-duty 
for downtime. It’s a true fashion acces-
sory, very eye catching, will transform 
your iPad case into a clutch bag a for 
have drinks or a pleasant evening.

CLUTCH BAG
&



ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
WITH GRAPHIC BY 
DERRIEREITALIA
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WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE
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DL_2  PIXEL TV
IPAD   CASE

CLUTCH BAG
IPAD 9.7” CASE

IPAD PRO - AIR 2 and Tablet

External dimension:
  25.5 cm x 18.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

9.7’’ 

CLUTCH BAG / IPAD 9.7’’ CASE, wa-
ter - repellent neoprene rubber, artifi-
cial leather with graphic by Derriereita-
lia, secure Velcro closure.
Stylish for downtown and heavy-duty 
for downtime. It’s a true fashion acces-
sory, very eye catching, will transform 
your iPad case into a clutch bag a for 
have drinks or a pleasant evening.

CLUTCH BAG
&

HANDMADE



ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
WITH GRAPHIC BY 
DERRIEREITALIA
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WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE

68

DL_3 BLUE CAMUFLAGE
IPAD   CASE

CLUTCH BAG
IPAD 9.7” CASE

IPAD PRO - AIR 2 and Tablet

External dimension:
  25.5 cm x 18.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

9.7’’ 

CLUTCH BAG / IPAD 9.7’’ CASE, wa-
ter - repellent neoprene rubber, artifi-
cial leather with graphic by Derriereita-
lia, secure Velcro closure.
Stylish for downtown and heavy-duty 
for downtime. It’s a true fashion acces-
sory, very eye catching, will transform 
your iPad case into a clutch bag a for 
have drinks or a pleasant evening.

CLUTCH BAG
&

HANDMADE



ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
WITH GRAPHIC BY 
DERRIEREITALIA
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WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE
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DL_4 COLORFULSTRIPES 
IPAD   CASE

CLUTCH BAG
IPAD 9.7” CASE

IPAD PRO - AIR 2 and Tablet

External dimension:
  25.5 cm x 18.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

9.7’’ 

CLUTCH BAG / IPAD 9.7’’ CASE, wa-
ter - repellent neoprene rubber, artifi-
cial leather with graphic by Derriereita-
lia, secure Velcro closure.
Stylish for downtown and heavy-duty 
for downtime. It’s a true fashion acces-
sory, very eye catching, will transform 
your iPad case into a clutch bag a for 
have drinks or a pleasant evening.

CLUTCH BAG
&

HANDMADE



ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
WITH GRAPHIC BY 
DERRIEREITALIA
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WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE
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DL_5 ZEBRE’
IPAD   CASE

CLUTCH BAG
IPAD 9.7” CASE

IPAD PRO - AIR 2 and Tablet

External dimension:
  25.5 cm x 18.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

9.7’’ 

CLUTCH BAG / IPAD 9.7’’ CASE, wa-
ter - repellent neoprene rubber, artifi-
cial leather with graphic by Derriereita-
lia, secure Velcro closure.
Stylish for downtown and heavy-duty 
for downtime. It’s a true fashion acces-
sory, very eye catching, will transform 
your iPad case into a clutch bag a for 
have drinks or a pleasant evening.

CLUTCH BAG
&

HANDMADE



ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
WITH GRAPHIC BY 
DERRIEREITALIA
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WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE
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DL_8 GRAFFITI
IPAD   CASE

CLUTCH BAG
IPAD 9.7” CASE

IPAD PRO - AIR 2 and Tablet

External dimension:
  25.5 cm x 18.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

9.7’’ 

CLUTCH BAG / IPAD 9.7’’ CASE, wa-
ter - repellent neoprene rubber, artifi-
cial leather with graphic by Derriereita-
lia, secure Velcro closure.
Stylish for downtown and heavy-duty 
for downtime. It’s a true fashion acces-
sory, very eye catching, will transform 
your iPad case into a clutch bag a for 
have drinks or a pleasant evening.

CLUTCH BAG
&

HANDMADE



ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
WITH GRAPHIC BY 
DERRIEREITALIA
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WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE
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DL_9 PINK GHEPARD 
IPAD   CASE

CLUTCH BAG
IPAD 9.7” CASE

IPAD PRO - AIR 2 and Tablet

External dimension:
  25.5 cm x 18.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

9.7’’ 

CLUTCH BAG / IPAD 9.7’’ CASE, wa-
ter - repellent neoprene rubber, artifi-
cial leather with graphic by Derriereita-
lia, secure Velcro closure.
Stylish for downtown and heavy-duty 
for downtime. It’s a true fashion acces-
sory, very eye catching, will transform 
your iPad case into a clutch bag a for 
have drinks or a pleasant evening.

CLUTCH BAG
&

HANDMADE



ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
WITH GRAPHIC BY 
DERRIEREITALIA
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WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE
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DL_10 MON AMOUR MONDRIAN 
IPAD   CASE

CLUTCH BAG
IPAD 9.7” CASE

IPAD PRO - AIR 2 and Tablet

External dimension:
  25.5 cm x 18.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

9.7’’ 

CLUTCH BAG / IPAD 9.7’’ CASE, wa-
ter - repellent neoprene rubber, artifi-
cial leather with graphic by Derriereita-
lia, secure Velcro closure.
Stylish for downtown and heavy-duty 
for downtime. It’s a true fashion acces-
sory, very eye catching, will transform 
your iPad case into a clutch bag a for 
have drinks or a pleasant evening.

CLUTCH BAG
&

HANDMADE



ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
WITH GRAPHIC BY 
DERRIEREITALIA
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WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE

80

DL_13 WORLDWIDEPOSTMARK
IPAD   CASE

CLUTCH BAG
IPAD 9.7” CASE

IPAD PRO - AIR 2 and Tablet

External dimension:
  25.5 cm x 18.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

9.7’’ 

CLUTCH BAG / IPAD 9.7’’ CASE, wa-
ter - repellent neoprene rubber, artifi-
cial leather with graphic by Derriereita-
lia, secure Velcro closure.
Stylish for downtown and heavy-duty 
for downtime. It’s a true fashion acces-
sory, very eye catching, will transform 
your iPad case into a clutch bag a for 
have drinks or a pleasant evening.

CLUTCH BAG
&

HANDMADE



ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
WITH GRAPHIC BY 
DERRIEREITALIA
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WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE
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DL_14 WORT RED
IPAD   CASE

CLUTCH BAG
IPAD 9.7” CASE

IPAD PRO - AIR 2 and Tablet

External dimension:
  25.5 cm x 18.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

9.7’’ 

CLUTCH BAG / IPAD 9.7’’ CASE, wa-
ter - repellent neoprene rubber, artifi-
cial leather with graphic by Derriereita-
lia, secure Velcro closure.
Stylish for downtown and heavy-duty 
for downtime. It’s a true fashion acces-
sory, very eye catching, will transform 
your iPad case into a clutch bag a for 
have drinks or a pleasant evening.

CLUTCH BAG
&

HANDMADE



ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
WITH GRAPHIC BY 
DERRIEREITALIA
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WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE
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DL_14 WORT BLUE
IPAD   CASE

CLUTCH BAG
IPAD 9.7” CASE

IPAD PRO - AIR 2 and Tablet

External dimension:
  25.5 cm x 18.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

9.7’’ 

CLUTCH BAG / IPAD 9.7’’ CASE, wa-
ter - repellent neoprene rubber, artifi-
cial leather with graphic by Derriereita-
lia, secure Velcro closure.
Stylish for downtown and heavy-duty 
for downtime. It’s a true fashion acces-
sory, very eye catching, will transform 
your iPad case into a clutch bag a for 
have drinks or a pleasant evening.

CLUTCH BAG
&

HANDMADE



ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
WITH GRAPHIC BY 
DERRIEREITALIA
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WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE
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DL_15 NYC
IPAD   CASE

CLUTCH BAG
IPAD 9.7” CASE

IPAD PRO - AIR 2 and Tablet

External dimension:
  25.5 cm x 18.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

9.7’’ 

CLUTCH BAG / IPAD 9.7’’ CASE, wa-
ter - repellent neoprene rubber, artifi-
cial leather with graphic by Derriereita-
lia, secure Velcro closure.
Stylish for downtown and heavy-duty 
for downtime. It’s a true fashion acces-
sory, very eye catching, will transform 
your iPad case into a clutch bag a for 
have drinks or a pleasant evening.

CLUTCH BAG
&

HANDMADE



ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
WITH GRAPHIC BY 
DERRIEREITALIA
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WATER RESISTANT
NEOPRENE

9.7’’

iPAD PRO 9.7’’ inch
TABLET

SECURE VELCRO 
CLOSURE
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DL_16 WATERCURVES
IPAD   CASE

CLUTCH BAG
IPAD 9.7” CASE

IPAD PRO - AIR 2 and Tablet

External dimension:
  25.5 cm x 18.5 cm x 2 cm

Designed and Made in Italy

9.7’’ 

CLUTCH BAG / IPAD 9.7’’ CASE, wa-
ter - repellent neoprene rubber, artifi-
cial leather with graphic by Derriereita-
lia, secure Velcro closure.
Stylish for downtown and heavy-duty 
for downtime. It’s a true fashion acces-
sory, very eye catching, will transform 
your iPad case into a clutch bag a for 
have drinks or a pleasant evening.

CLUTCH BAG
&

HANDMADE



ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
WITH GRAPHIC BY 
DERRIEREITALIA
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EXPOSITION
Derriereitalia has exhibited its saddles and 
accessories at major museums and desi-
gn and art exhibitions, reflecting the com-
pany’s strong link with artistic disciplines, 
creativity and aesthetic expression.

TRIENNALE DI MILANO
The bicycle renaissance

SALONE DEL MOBILE 
Fuorisalore presso Jo Malone

IL DESIGN FA RUMORE

M1KA GALLERY
Un connubio di artigianalità 4.0

MUDEFRI 
Museo del design del Friuli 
Venezia Giulia
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DERRIEREITALIA Vicolo Monte Grappa, 1 - 31100 Treviso - Italy P.IVA 04763480268 info@derriereitalia.com

follow derriereitalia

www.derriereitalia.com


